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Financial data used to calculate the deficit is collected from the Monthly Treasury Statement, as of June
30 for third quarter and September 30 for fourth quarter, which is compiled from federal entities monthly

reports to CARS. Issues & Questions Treasury and OMB propose in these rules: These rules intend to
clarify the legal effect of certification for filing.Required A. All federal entities are expected to create a

designated reviewer for filing certification against their GTAS templates. All FTDs should provide on-line
training to their designated reviewers. All designated reviewers are expected to demonstrate

competency in their GTAS templates. The proposed rule does not include: A-1. The obligation for entities
with designated reviewers to verify the designated reviewer's training and competency to file the

certification. A-2. The requirement that entities file a certification if their designated reviewer is not
certified. Reporting entities have 30 days after the publication date of the proposal to request a hearing

before the agency (HQOEA) in order to participate in the rulemaking process. Adverse parties can
request an adjudicative hearing by filing a petition with the agency in accordance with the applicable
law, rule, or procedure set forth in the APA. An adjudicative hearing is a hearing in which the agency

adjudicates a particular matter. After a hearing is requested, the hearing may be held at a designated
place. The Office of Hearings and Appeals (OHA) handles a determination of a request for a hearing and

the time limits of the hearing.
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Private companies may
follow any of several

accounting alternatives
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as to the treatment of
liabilities. Those

alternatives include,
among others, present

value accounting,
accrual accounting, and
fair value accounting.

Liability subject to
accrual accounting is

any obligation for which
an amount is fixed, but

not vested, that is, there
is uncertainty or doubt
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as to the liability or
obligation will be

fulfilled. Note that under
certain circumstances, it

is possible for an
obligation to be fixed,

but not yet mature. For
example, a company
may have put up a

construction bond on a
particular construction
project in the hope that
revenue will be received
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from that project. To
account for this

construction project in
accrual accounting, the

construction project
should be included on
the books at a carrying
amount that reflects an

estimate of potential
revenue, and the

carrying amount must be
increased each month as

revenue is received.
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When the construction
project has been

completed and the
project generates

revenue, the carrying
amount can be reduced

to the actual amount
received. This is because

it is expected that the
actual revenue received
from the project will be
less than the carrying

amount. Thus, the
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deferred revenue
represents the cost of

this construction project.
On the other hand, GAO

stated that the
obligation must be due,
and the amounts must
be fixed, vested, and
enforceable. Liability

subject to present value
accounting is any

obligation for which a
fixed, determined, and
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enforceable payment
amount is payable to

another party.
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